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What Local Community Groups Can Achieve

Beth Jensen initiated the combined efforts of the Beaumaris Conservation
Society, the Sandringham Foreshore Association and Marine Care Ricketts
Point, in leading a community campaign that has led to Bayside Council adopting
a policy of ‘eliminating all single use plastic in its libraries and corporate centres
by June and its various community centres by 2020.
Above, the three volunteer group presidents, from left to right, Greg Mier, Vicki
Karalis and Beth Jensen, who carried this most successful campaign.
This is a great example of what volunteers can achieve.

Under Water
A rare find in the Bay, from Peter Dedrick

There is always something
new to see under the water,
once one learns how to ‘see’.
Nudibranchs such as this one
left, must be the classic example of this. For most of us.

Above a very beautiful sea
jelly at Ricketts, from Peter
Lamshed.

And below, corals are
increasing in the Sanctuary.
This one below is known as
Versipora.sp

Image Peter Lamshed
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Heritage. Do We Give a Damn?

The Cerberus 1998—Dave Morley

The Cerberus today

Left our McGregors
Rock marker in 2012
and Right after formally being reported
as failing, many
times, this is what we
had left by 2015. Gone
now. All gone now!
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Various
Trucks are now banned (with some sensible exceptions) from Beach Rd. We have long
believed that the heavy vibration from so many trucks each day, is a factor in our
progressive cliff face erosion. The calcite and sandstone cliffs get wet in the rain and spray.
They soften, and then lose cohesion, thus responding very easily to gravity, as they absorb
the vibration from the highway. Regardless a quieter and safer Beach Rd is a boon for all of
us.

The Australian research vessel Investigator, has now found some 100 undersea
volcanoes off the coast of Southern Tasmania. Their finds include very many new species
too. If anyone has a contact with the Investigator, please mail the editor.
From Hazel Stanworth of MCRP. “A huge thank you to all of you for all the rubbish that
has been removed in the year past; nearly 500 kg (210 bags) of litter in total over 311
volunteer hours - over 12 full days of beach cleaning! Well done everyone”

DELWP’s Port Phillip Bay Plan for the next decade is now available at https://
www.coastsandmarine.vic.gov.au/coastal-programs/port-phillip-bay.

Our local Bayside Salvage Films, have produced a compelling video on climate change
Click here to have a look.

Numbers of people
visiting the
Sanctuary are
increasing to levels of
some concern that
we will have to deal
with soon. [Especially
reef trampling].
Further, [a joke] with
sanctuary parking
now so expensive
and at times hard to
find, some seem to
have taken to rowing
around from the

Mentone LSC! To avoid the parking fees.

(That said a most welcome lot they are...)
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Some Mollusk Finds
We are fortunate to have many keen observers of marine life among our wider Bayside
Community. Among them are two noted naturalists Val Stajsic and .John Eichler.
Both spent some time on the Tea
House reef at low tide last week and
found two relatively rare species of
molluscs.

Top here a so called Elephant snail or
more formally .Scutus antipodes.
In the middle here a rarer find, a
very beautiful gastropod
Microcolus dunkeri .

Above a splendid and local and
rarely coloured Little Dog Welk or
Nassariuis sp.
Left here is a discarded shell of the
Elephant snail. They are usually not
obvious on the live animal, but here
is one with its back parted, for some
reason, and showing part of the shell.

Citizen Science in terms of species
idents for school children should be an
easy to organise activity.
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Dr Carl Jones and Endangered Sea Birds
MESAC, in ongoing support of the Beaumaris Secondary College environmental curriculum,
arranged for the world renowned Prof Carl Jones, to be a guest speaker at the new school in
early March.
Carl ‘s expertise is in endangered sea birds and he was the recent winner of the
Indianapolis Prize, [the so called Nobel Prize for animal conservationism ].

Above some of the local environmentalists who
attended, and right, some of the 100+ students
who were the prime audience. Carl’s presentation
(a slideshow supported by a talk) was excellent and
we have had it filmed (Kindly effected by Peter
Lamshed) for the future interest of others..

This event
shows what
we, as a marine community ,can do , in
passing on our marine environmental values’
and contributing to the further education of
those who will follow us.
With this first such high profile speaker Bayside
event under our belt, we are encouraged to look
out for similar opportunities in the future, to
more in the future.
Our congratulations to Virginia Mosk, who organised it.
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Sociability in Three Forms?

We continue with various outdoor social events. Above a section of the so
called annual twilight, ‘Orphans Picnic’. Below two other social events?
Here left a very rare image of
Octopus (Octopi) breeding.
They are usually solitary creatures

Here a very healthy shoal
of Zebras taken by Clemmie Heath. Fish abounded
around our intertidal
reefs this season

Marine Care
Ricketts Point
President MCRP (Volunteers) Beth Jensen
dlangmea@bigpond.net.au 0419 354 998
President MESAC & Editor Ray Lewis
0408 308 768 ray@lewisfamily.com.au
President Beaumaris Earth Sciences
Society (Fossils) Murray Orr
baysidefossils@gmail.com
Convener Friends of Ricketts Point
(Foreshore plants) Diana Pearce
dipearce39@icloud.com

Find more out about MCRP. Go to the
website www.marinecare.org.au

Here are three, on line, recent local marine
videos from Ray Lewis and Peter Lamshed of
Salvage Films.
They are based around the Ricketts Point
Marine Sanctuary.

Foreshore Plants in the Baguurk
Wellam Garden,

Sea Country, and,

a Foreshore Walk)
Being found at the URL’s below.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=SlmrzS1N9O0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=xXjj9nAWQKM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=MmS94Evw31M
Coming soon, a set of three videos on one
DVD, concerned with our local fossil
heritage, Bayside geomorphology and a
beginners guide to finding and collecting
fossils and the responsibilities that go with
such activities.

…. Next issue likely June 2019

EDITORS NOTE
Along with various local environmental
campaigns, (recently the ongoing attempt to
have cigarette smoking in the sanctuary
banned due to the toxic nature of the discarded butts, and also the successful campaign to progressively ban single use
plastics in all council properties), there is
growing mention of a move to extend the
boundaries of the Ricketts Point Marine
Sanctuary to what is as has been described
its ‘natural boundaries’
Does anyone have any ideas or hard
data ,on what we might mean
by that? Please email the
editor if so

CRP have a new committee voted in, in
February 2019.
COMMITTEE 2019
President
Beth Jensen;
email elizabethjjensen@outlook.com
M 0419 354 998
Vice President
Amy Stace-Smith
Treasurer
Kevin McDonnell
Secretary
Anna Daniels;
email anna.daniels16@gmail.com
M 0402 209 497
Membership Officer
Scott Timlock;
email scott.timlock@gmail.com
M 0432 624 989
Other committee members
Hazel Stanworth, Beach Patrol Coordinator;
email 3193@beachpatrol.com.au
Val Royale
Asher Judah
Additional contact – Snorkel Coordinator,
David Langmead,
email dlangmea@bigpond.net.au
M 0418 389 212

